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Southwest
By Brooke Wilson

TRAVELING FOR BUSINESS HAS ITS PERKS.
Having never explored the West, I leapt at the
opportunity to extend a mundane business trip
with an exciting vacation. A ticket to Las Vegas
became my pass to adventure.

After a hectic eight-day trade show circuit, I
shipped my suits and heels home, and gratefully
donned jeans and my favorite boots. With my gear
stuffed into a huge black garbage bag, I hopped in
a taxi and bid farewell to the glitzy casino.

My first destination was Moturis, a German-
based company specializing in rental RVs and
motorcycles. I'd called ahead, and a sparkling blue
'0 I Harley-Davidson Heritage Softail was waiting
for me. I used the trash bag to transfer my gear
from the hotel so I could load what I needed right
into the waiting saddlebags. A girl's gotta have the
essentials, even on a motorcycle trip.

Desert Distractions
My first day's ride began with an escape from the
Vegas insanity to the serenity of Lake Mead and
the majesty of Hoover Dam. As the afternoon
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reached its peak, I was charmed by the small-town
feel along Route 66.

The scenery changed dramatically as I headed
north on 64 to the Grand Canyon. I entered the park
as night fell and was shocked to notice the posted
forecast, "Tonight's Low: II degrees." My plans to
camp changed when I trolled the campground and
saw only a solitary RV amid the ice, sheltered by
shriveled saplings. Instead, after a warm bowl of
chili, I bedded down at the comfortable but expen-
sive park lodge. Flexibility is a virtue.

Up with the birds (why is it easier when you
don't have to rise?), I attended a geological seminar
with an overzealous ranger and explored the canyon
from two glorious vantage points. As the morning
fog lifted, colors exploded from the ancient rock.

Waking the Softail's frozen motor from its
chilly slumber, I rode south, retracing my route
towards Flagstaff. Again, my solitude and lack of
accountability allowed me the luxury of changing
plans. My original plan had been to ride back
through Vegas to Death Valley, but the dropping
temperatures lured me south. Fast.

Crossing over the chaos of Interstate 40, tran-
quility lay in the hills leading to Sedona, Arizona.
At the top of Oak Creek Canyon, I realized the
optimistic gas gauge had deceived me. Putting the
rolling monster into neutral, I coasted five miles
down the winding canyon, relishing the silence.
This stretch is designated a National Scenic
Byway and for good reason.

My momentum died as the road leveled off, and
I pulled into a closed-for-the-season country store.
Finding my cell phone useless in the canyon, I was
relieved to discover that I had rolled to a stop across
the street from an unmanned fire station outpost with
an emergency phone. AAA to the rescue! A weary
mechanic filled me up and sent me on my way.

Riding on, I emerged from the forest, and the
red boulders of Sedona took my breath away. I
was happy to discover a campground blocks from
downtown, beside a bubbling creek and at the
foot of the incredible formations. I spent the
evening strolling the many art galleries and
enjoying a true Southwestern meal with an even
more authentic margarita.

Heavenly Hills
Day three held the most amazing riding of my life.
I'm a relatively new motorcyclist, having bought
my own Sportster just two years prior to this trip.
In that time, I have ridden every chance I've had,
challenged by both hellish Atlanta traffic and the
glorious Appalachian Mountains. But the hills
that lay before me were unlike anything I'd seen
before, and I braced for a challenging day.

Highway 89A is a destination in itself. From
Sedona, the road alternates from flat, valley
straightaways to precarious twisties over the
mountains, passing through tiny towns like
Jerome. Despite the chilly morning, I couldn't
erase the grin from my frozen lips.



After a couple of hours, I stopped to defrost with a cup of
joe at Bucky's Bean Bag in Prescott. The friendly owner, John
Gust, is a rider himself, and he entertained me with stories of
riding the "hill" I had just crossed. It seems the Prescott-
Sedona trip is a regular thrill for the motorcyclists in these
parts. I can see why.

Continuing southwest on barren Highway 60, I met up with
windswept Interstate 10. Even in the fading afternoon, I knew I'd
reached the true Southwest. The temperatures here were in the 60s.

Interstate 10 is not made for bikers. I discovered this while
fighting gusts of wind and second-hand blasts from trucks.
Entering California, I came to Blythe and the Hidden Beaches
River Resort campground. I was thrilled to discover it sat
directly on the western bank of the Colorado. I pitched my
small, solo Eureka! tent next to a friendly family and relaxed
with my book, reflecting on the joys of motorcycling.

Beach Bound
My destination on day four was the beaches of San Diego, but a
brief day ofriding Highway 10 didn't appeal to me. So I headed
north, planning a huge loop around the Eagle Mountains and
back south through Joshua Tree National Park.

Shoulda filled up in Desert Center. State Road 177 North
and 62 West are as barren as they come. The rock formations
and outline of the mountains set a dramatic backdrop to the
smooth performance of the bike - and my rising tension. I
nodded to the few cars that passed on the gently curving, flat
valley roads. I counted the mile markers and noted each and
every emergency phone by the shoulder. Finally, I saw civiliza-
tion up ahead. Or so I thought.

The tiny shacks scattered on either side of the road looked
like leftovers from 1940s nuclear tests. There wasn't a gas sta-
tion in sight as the Softail sputtered to a halt. I shook the tank
and got another few miles.

The last gasp left me in front of an unwelcoming 7' fence,
with two hounds baring their teeth through the chain link. More

dogs wailed harmoniously from inside the trailer home. I
kicked the dirt and marveled at my rookie stupidity. When
going into a desert, fill up every chance you get!

I squinted into the sunlight and tried to gauge the distance
to the next structure. "Eight miles," a big guy said to me over
the barking, tugging his white undershirt over his belly as he
meandered over. For the first time in my life, I was happy to see
Old Dixie. There it was on his battered baseball cap. Being a
Georgia girl might help me out.

The man was soon joined by his wife, and we chatted awhile
about their South Carolina roots and my first trip to the Wild
West. "Yep, been here since I got out of the service," he remi-
nisced. "Same climate, less skeeters."

They were in no hurry to get me back on the road, and I
made friends with the not-so-vicious pooches while we chatted.
I was at these folks' mercy, so I wasn't pushing. Finally, he
offered me a ride to that gas station eight miles down the road.
Maybe they noticed my hesitation, but I was grateful when his
wife reminded him of a gas can out by the tractor.

He waddled off to fetch my bike's lifeblood, and I did a quick
check of its other vitals. A gallon later and a five spot for their
trouble, and I said goodbye to my unlikely saviors. Southern hos-
pitality still exists, even if it's Southern California hospitality.

I filled the tank to the brim in Twentynine Palms, a true
oasis in the desert. Entering Joshua Tree National Park, the nar-
row two-laner, brushed with gravel, kept me on my toes.

The main road, Pinto Basin, winds between the valley of the
same name and the Hexie Mountains, past the Jumbo Rocks
and the Cholla Cactus Garden. The views and rock formations
are matched only by the increasingly foreign vegetation, includ-
ing the eerie Joshua trees.

I found myself in a land I never imagined. Again, my face
was stuck in a smile. The only disadvantage to riding the motor-
cycle was that I couldn't constantly snap photos, and I'd never
reach my destination if I pulled off at every photo op. I resigned
myself to capturing all I could in memory.
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Nearing the southernmost point of the park, Highway 10
again loomed ahead, and I was thankful to be passing under its
turmoil. Immediately south, I found rock castles, huge reddish
towers standing on end, 30' to 50' in the air.

The road had been carved where the rocks saw fit to give
way, and the winding passage is right out of a fairy tale. A fam-
ily picnicked off to my left, and the kids scrambled up a boul-
der to give me a proper hoot and full-body wave.

Then, just as abruptly, the scenery changed once again. Riding
from between the rock walls, I was suddenly surrounded by huge,
irrigated fields. Ten-foot high stalks of another plant I'd never seen
swayed in the breeze as I adjusted my shocked senses.

Mecca is at the northernmost point of the inland Salton Sea.
There, I picked up 86 South, which winds alongside the water
and communities dotted along its banks. I began to notice an
abundance of ATVs and dirt bikes in truck beds and on trailers.
As I turned west on 78, I saw why.

The desert dunes here are prime for riding. From the license
plates, I concluded that off-roaders come from all over the area
to fly down the sandy trails. There were a few organized races,
several RVIcamping spots, and plenty of riders.

A handsome young guy picked up a trail paralleling the
highway. We smiled and mock-raced alongside one another for
a few hundred feet before he veered away and caught air over a
huge dune. I contemplated stopping for a side adventure of
another sort, but the looming mountains ahead lured me onward.

I appreciate that not everyone can ride their bike wherever
they go. Trailers are often a necessity. However, nothing is more
frustrating and nerve wracking than being sandwiched between
~woslow-moving haulers on two-lane mountain roads. I tried to

enjoy the scenery, which wasn't hard. At those speeds, I felt I
could gaze independently at each blade of grass.

In the fading afternoon sun, we moved from blinding sun-
beams to chilly shadows every few minutes. Thankfully, most
trucks would yield at available pull-offs, but after a few miles
of unencumbered riding, I'd find myself behind another one.

Just as I became resigned to traveling at a snail's pace, over
the crest of the next hill, the Pacific Ocean appeared before me.
I blinked back tears of awe and happiness. Soon, I was spit onto
a raging freeway, barreling into San Diego. I consulted my left
wrist for directions. (I print simple instructions just between my
glove and watch for easy reference.)

Traveling as far as the road would take me, I exited on a sea-
side boulevard. I knew I was in for an adventure when I pulled up
to the Banana Bungalow and heard reggae music and rowdy voic-
es. But when I walked through the swinging straw door, the music
seemed to stop. I guess I was quite a sight with my full leathers,
gnarled hair, and dust-covered face. Realizing everyone was star-
ing at me, I suddenly laughed aloud, and someone offered me a
beer. Turns out, I'd picked a good rest stop in the beachfront hostel.

After checking in, I hauled my gear up to my bunk and
returned to find some guys checking out my popping, cooling
ride. They asked the reoccurring questions of the trip, "Where's
your boyfriend?" and the subsequent, "You rode this yourself?"
My answers were met with serious, impressed nods.

Patrons of the Banana Bungalow come from all over -
landlocked Americans in search of a wave, vacationing Aussies,
and traveling Czechs. The front porch is separated from the
ocean only by sand and a lively boardwalk, which provided all
the evening entertainment I needed.
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An avid motorcyclist, Brooke Wilson works as a public relations
manager for outdoors-oriented companies like Eureka! (see
www.eurekatent.com) in Atlanta. You can reach her by email at
ah_wilson@yahoo.com. RB

Homeward Bound
At the Moturis' drop-off station in Compton, I settled with the
pleasant attendant, and packed my belongings into a new army
duffle as she inspected the bike for damage. "You ... alone?" she
asked skeptically in a heavy German accent.

I took the offer of a ride to LAX, and the young female driver
gave me perhaps the biggest compliment, as she looked me over in
the rear-view mirror, "Wow ... I can't even go to the movies alone."

A young woman traveling solo must be careful- a constant
message from my loving parents. But my adventurous spirit and
independence (ironically instilled by that same doting family)
have compelled me to travel alone throughout the United States
and Europe. With confidence, awareness, and responsibility, a
smart woman can explore the world on her own. And looking
tough on a Harley can't hurt.

I didn't set out on this adventure to prove anything to any-
one. But I hope I might inspire others to consider getting away
from it all. Just a woman - or a man - and a motorcycle.

I spent the next day exploring San Diego
from top to bottom - a requisite zoo trip,
tour of Old Town, and a look at the harbor. I
also spent some reflective time at Dog Beach,
once the respite of a long-lost friend. It was a
relaxing, sun-filled day, and I treated myself
to dinner with a view of the Pacific sunset.

A 1A Adventure
The next morning, after a brisk beach walk
and saying good-bye to my new friends, I
was off again. The famed A IA was my path
for today, and it was even better than I had
imagined. Sleepy oceanside villages and a
wealth of riders complemented the charm of
crashing waves to my left.

I enjoyed quesadillas at a cozy beach-
front diner and collected rocks rubbed
smooth by the salt water as souvenirs. It was almost 5 when I
entered Long Beach, and I had one more destination before
calling it a day: West Coast Choppers.

I just had to see the famed shop (and owner!) for myself. I
had only the address, and rode farther down the sketchy road
than I would have liked. Soon enough, the neon Maltese cross
appeared, and I pulled into the lot. Peeking over the workshop
door, a pit bull glared at me from the other side.

Around the front, I entered the showroom and inspected the
tricked-out classic cars and radical motorcycles. The bikes are
even more impressive in person, and I fought back the urge to
try one on for size.

As I was teasing sharks in the fish tank, there was a squeal
of brakes and a flash of chrome. Outside, a brand-new
Mercedes Roadster with huge rims landed half-perched on the
sidewalk, and in walked the infamous Jesse James himself.
After a brief conversation about my rented ride (he was clearly
unimpressed by its stock-ness) and the Atlanta Falcons, he trot-
ted upstairs and pointed me to the T-shirt sales.

Darkness was upon me, and I had some trouble finding the
next hostel. Perched on a hill in San Pedro, overlooking busy
Long Beach Harbor, the crowd was a far cry from the party-
ers at Banana Bungalow. This is an official Hostelling
International location, and the rules here are more strict. I left
to grab dinner, and returned just in time for the II o'clock
curfew. That, and a room full of whispering high-school girls,
is what you get for $12 a night.

Lavish LA
It was my last day of riding. After visiting the historic Korean
Bell that shared the hilltop park with the hostel, I headed straight
for my next bed to unload my gear. The Santa Monica hostel,
also run by HI, is a block from the coast and two from shopping.
I started by consulting an area map, and then decided to wing it
through the famed Hollywood Hills.

I rode all day among the most spectacular, and spectacularly
garish, houses I'd ever seen. Money oozed from the manicured
lawns, sports cars, and gated communities. Then, just as sud-
denly, I found myself in a ghetto. Neighborhoods change as
quickly as the landscapes out here.

I spent the evening strolling on the famous Santa Monica pier
and buying souvenir postcards at the shopping pavilion. California
had shown me her best riding, and I was tired and grateful.

AAA
(Plus RV Service covers
motorcycles.)
800/222-1134
www.aaa.com

BUCKY'S BEAN BAG
Prescott, Arizona
928/445-1324

BANANA BUNGALOW
HOSTEL
San Diego, California
800/5-HOSTEL
www.bananabungalow.com

HIDDEN BEACHES RIVER
RESORT (CAMPING)
Blythe, California
760/922-7276

HOSTELLING INTERNATIONAL
202/783-6161
www.hiayh.org

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK
www.nps.gov/jotr

MOTURIS
800/559-8228 (Las Vegas,
Nevada)
877/668-8747 (Compton,
California)
www.moturis.com

NATIONAL SCENIC
BYWAYS PROGRAM
www.byways.org

WEST COAST CHOPPERS
562/983-6666
www.westcoastchoppers.com
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